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APPLICATION NOTES

1. This shows how my talk developed as I ran it through the Golden Circle to the 

application stage 

2. Copying it would be a waste of your time. My TEDx talk was powerful because it was 

me telling my story. Be you. 

3. When I read it now, it feels like it’s all over the place, but it was as much clarity as I had 

at the time - an enough to get me through the application process and be accepted. 

4. At the end are two versions of my big idea. I was still wedded to the idea of 

rebranding failure and didn’t yet have a story hook. I was in no way considering being 

as candid and honest as I turned out to be in the actual TEDx Talk at this stage!  

5. Top Takeaway - It doesn’t have to be perfect, just in progress! 

ABOUT ME 

A few months ago, at the last minute, I scraped my talk on marking and feedback and 

instead told 300 teachers the truth. That they are heroes, agents of transformation and 

they saved my life. Being a poor, brown girl growing up in an abusive home then foster 

care I ticked all the boxes for becoming a statistic. I believed that I was worthless and 

every failure reconfirmed that for me.  

A handful of teachers interrupted my trajectory by standing beside me in the fire of my 

chaotic life. They believed and invested in me, and encouraged me to look beyond 'I 

can't' and to explore 'what it would look like if I could'. 

Their impact altered my trajectory out of expectation poverty and into becoming a 

teacher, literacy consultant and teaching and learning coach. I break down exactly what 

ambitious resilience looks like for teachers and learners, and encourage people to see 

rebrand failure and celebrate the learning that comes from MISTAKS.  

That’s what teachers did for me, and because of them, I’m a catalyst for change. 
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THE QUICK PITCH  

I'm outlining the power of living authentically, especially for teachers. I acknowledge that 

means embracing vulnerability and getting clear about our WHY. I inspire people to align 

what we say/do with what we think/feel - even when faced with the triple threats of data, 

assessment and Ofsted! 

ABOUT MY TALK VERSON 1: 

I want to remind teachers that they are proper heroes! I want them to remember the 

teacher they were before they became the teaches that the system said they should be. I 

work with NQTs who come into teaching to change the world and teachers who feel 

forced to dehumanise leaners in the name of data. 

I know teaching is on of the most difficult jobs - it’s also the best! I want to say to all of the 

teachers that regardless of how many times the curriculum or Ofsted criteria changes, 

what we do is nothing short of life saving. I’m living proof of that. 

  

I share how teachers actually saved my life and it resonates with everyone. Especially 

those who are unhappy in their job because they feel they have to serve the 

administration above serving the learners. 

I’m committed to this living this brand myself and talk about what that looks like for 

teachers today by outlining the problem and reverse engineering my own survival. This 

isn't therapy - I’m good! It’s about facilitating a shift in expectation and a reawakening of 

passion. My story isn’t just my story, it’s the story of learners in classes today. I want to 

share how teachers can embed ambitious reliance through engaging and enrolling their 

learners. After all, the view is that the learners will return one day and utter those three 

magic words to their teachers… because of you. 
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ABOUT MY TALK VERSON 2: 

A strange and bizarre thing happens around October, because, at least for me, the 

Apprentice really is the gift that keeps on giving! 

Being fired in the first week of the show was embarrassing, hilarious, embarrassing again 

and then even more hilarious. Now, every year when the new series starts - and just when 

I am forgetting my finest hour of failure - people start recalling my 12 1/2 minutes as a Z 

list celeb and the fun begins! 

I work alongside teachers delivering talks, training and coaching. This involves pointing 

them to the internet where they can connect with me on social media. At first, I tried not 

mentioning the Apprentice, mainly because I was happy to let my very public failure 

disappear into oblivion. That worked, up until the moment someone Googled me. So 

then I embraced it, opened with it and, eventually saw my public failure as a gift that 

helped me to become the catalyst for change I am today. 

Prior to that, I had spent years disguising my authentic self, pretending to be 'one of the 

straights' and making 'blending in' my ultimate goal. This caused a relentless internal 

battle with the 9 carat plastic me trying to hide, and the warts-an-all authentic me trying 

to escape. 

All the time, I was encouraging teachers to see themselves as leaders and learners to see 

themselves as successes. I was a walking oxymoron. I led with fear. Concerned that if 

people discovered the truth about 'the real me' they would disconnect. I couldn't have 

been more wrong. 

A few months back, I got curious about what would happen if I 'fessed up, released my 

Vulnerability Vulture (Vernon) from his reinforced steel cage and stuck him on my shoulder. 

I realised that authenticity requires vulnerability, and vulnerability sucks. Yet, when you 

commit, the power it exudes can transform you and those in your blast radius.  

If your goal is to lead, being prepared to share your failure CV and shine a light on your 

MISTAKS for others to explore and benefit from really is the route to success. 
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